The Ancient Song of Sempach
Of bold forefathers in days of old
Let their heroic feats be told
Of the lance striking home and the clash of
swords dire,
Of battle dust and the vapor of blood on fire!
Our sacred song we dedicate to Winkelried;
He is our hero. For us he did bleed.

“Look after my wife and child so dear,
To you I entrust them without fear!”
Calling out to his men before the foe,
Strong Struthan grabbed the long spear and
forced it low,
Burying it in his powerful chest was his decree,
To die with God in his heart for the right to be
free.

And over the body blessed
His heroic comrades swiftly pressed
On home terrain Swiss swords like lightning fell
The murderous horde to quell;
And freedom’s victory all hail
In all ages hence from mountain to dale.

The German lyrics of “The Ancient Song of
Sempach” and the following excerpt have
been translated by Norman Barry from:
Dr. Hans Rudolf Fuhrer’s excellent article
“Arnold Winkelried – der Held von
Sempach 1386”
in PALLASCH, Zeitschrift für
Miltärgeschichte [= The Magazine for
Military History, published in Salzburg,
Austria] (Organ der Österreichischen
Gesellschaft für Mlitärgeschichte), No. 23,
Autumn 2006, p. 71.

Was there an historic Arnold von
Winkelried?
The ground-breaking dissertation by Beat
Suter entitled “Arnold von Winkelried, the Hero
of Sempach,” completed in 1977, explicitly
brackets this question out.
Walter Schaufelberger, the leading military
historian of Switzerland, was also not prepared
to discuss this question on the occasion of the
th
600 anniversary of the Battle of Sempach in
1986.
Only Guy P. Marchal of the University of
Lucerne stated unequivocally on that occasion
that it was obvious that there had never been a
Winkelried.

One year later Peter F. Kopp noted that
today’s critically-minded historians are
unanimously of the opinion that neither the
heroic feat nor a Winkelried can be ascribed to
the battle.
Bruno Meyer adopts a more cautious position
and is of the opinion that the final word as to
the existence or non-existence of an historic
Winkelried has yet to be pronounced.
In the meantime, no further substantial
progress has been made, and we are left with
an investigation which provides more
questions than answers.

